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Describing the loss ofcoastal wetlands aiong the east coast ofthe United States
between 1950 and 1970, Odum (1982, 728) explains:

No one purposely planned to destroy almost 50% ofthe existing marshland
along the coasts of Connecticut and IMassachusetts . . . However, through

hundreds of little decisions and the conversion of hundreds of small tracts
ofmarshland, a major decision in favour ofextensive wetlands conversion

was made without ever addressing the issue directly.

It is not possible to determine the true sígnificance of a projecta effecís without
the consideration ofcumulaÉive envíronmental effects. Each additional disturbance

or impact, regardless ofits magnitude, can represent a high marginal cost to the

environment CumulaÉive efFects can be characterized as "progressive nibblmg,"

death by a thousand cuts, or the "tyranny ofsmall decisions/' In other words,

cumulative effects are the culmination ofeffects—many ofwhich can be indívidually
small and seemingly insignificant, such as seismic lines, pipelines, water withdrawals,

or íhe incrementai filling ofwetíands. Such characÉerizatíons are based on the notion
that a significant adverse effect can result over space or over time because ofthe cul-

mination ofseemingly small and instgnificant actions. For each action, the effects

are deemed marginal or relatively insignificant when compared to other types or
scales ofchange or disturbances. But over time, such seemingly insignificant effects

can result in significant cumulative environmental change (Gunn and Noble 2012).

The terms cumulative environmental change," "cumulative eífects," and "cumu-

lative impacts" are often used interchangeably. Generally speaking, these terms ali

refer to effects ofan additive, interactive, synergistic, or irregular (surprise) nature,

caused by individually minar but collectively significant actions that accumulate

over space and time (Canter 1999). There is no universaily accepted definition of
cumulative effects, and various definitions have been proposed in the literature,

for example:
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the accumulation ofhuman-induced changes in VECs across space and over

time that occur in an additive or interactive manner (Spaling 1997);
the impact on the environment [íhat] results from the incrementai

impact of the action [under review] when added to other past, present,

and reasonably foreseeable future actions (US Council on Environmental

Quality 1978);
» changes to the environment caused by an action in combination wíth other

past, present, and future actíons (Hegmann et al. 1999).

Perhaps the most commonly used definiíion of "cumulative environmental efFect'

is the one provided by the US Council on Environmental Quality (1997), which

characterizes cumulative environmenta! effects as:

the total effect, induding direct ana indirect, on a given resource, ecosystem,

or human community of ali actions taken;

effects that may result from the accumulation of similar effects or the

synergistic mteraction of different eífects,

efFects that may last for many years beyond the life of the action that caused

them;
efFects that must be analyzed in terms ofthe specific resource, ecosystem,

or human community aífected and not from the perspective ofthe specific

action that may cause them;

* effects that must be approached from the perspective of carrying capacity,
thresholds, and total susíainable effects leveis.

Gunn and Noble (2014), in a report commissioned by the Canadian Council of

Ministers ofthe Environment, indicate thatjurísdictional interpretations ofacumu-

lative effect" vary in scope—some being inclusive of social, cultural, and economic

aspects and others more restrictive in scope and focused only on biophysical aspects.

They argue that ensuring a standard deflnítion of "cumulatíve efFect" requires that

the term be defined independently of the focus of concern, be it biophysícal, social,
or economic or any combination thereof. In other words, whether a social or cultural

effect is included in the definition ofa cumulative efFsct is a matter ofjurisdictional
preference. Adding or removing any one or more of these components does not

change the core definition ofwhat constitutes a "cumulative efFect"—-it changes only

what must be considered within the scope ofassessment in that particular jurisdk-

tion. Based on a review ofCanadian and international legislation, policies, regula-

tions, and guidelines, Gunn and Noble (2014) suggest a set ofmutually supportive
definitions for cumulative effects concepts, with each definition nested wiíhin the

coníext ofthe previous:

Cumulative eflfect a change in the environment caused by multiple
interactions among human activities and natural processes that accumulate

across space and time.
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Cumulative eífecís assessmení: a systematic process of identifying,

analyzing, and evaluating cumulative effects.

Cumulaíive efïecís inanageinení: the identification and implementation

of measures to contrai, minimize, or prevent the adverse consequences of

cumulative effects.

The Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council (1988) suggests that
cumulative efFects can occur when impacts on the biophysical or human environments

take place frequently in time or densely in space to such an extent that they cannot be
assimilated or when the impacts ofone activity combine with the activities ofanother
in a synergistíc manner. Thís suggests that a varíety ofdiíferent sources ofchange

contribute to cumulative.environmental efFects (Table 11.1). Consider, for example,

the total downstream effects on water quality and fish resulting from upstream poiní-
source and non-point-source síress in a watershed (Figure 11.1), induding:

Table âí.l Sources oí Change That Contribute to CumuEative Environmental
Effects

Source of change Characterisíics Example

Space crowding

Time crowding

Time lags

Fragmentation

Cross-boundary

movement

Compounding

indirect

Triggers and
threshotds

Hlgh spatial density of activlties
or effects

Events frequent ar repetitive In

time

Activities generating detayed
effects

Changes or interruptions in
patterns and cycies

Effecís occumng away from the
initiat source

Multiple effects from muitiple
sources

Second-order effects

Sudden changes or surprises

in system behaviour or system
structure

Multiple mine sites in a single
watershed

Forest harvesting rates

exceeding regeneration and

reforestation

Human exposure to pesticides

Muttiple forest access roads
cuttmg across wildtife habitat

Acid mine drainage moving
downstream to community

water supply systems

Heavy metais, chemlcaÊ

contamination, and changes

in dissolved oxygen content
resutting from muÊtiple riverside
industries

Decline in recreationat físhery
caused by decline in fish
populations due to heavy-metal

contamination from industry

Collapse of a físh stock when
persistent pressures from

harvestíng and environmental
stress result in a sudden change

in poputation structure
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Figure 11.1 ® Sources of Cumulative Environmental Effects in a Watershed

a increased sedimentation áue to forestry activity;

alterations in flow aE a hydroelectric facility;
• increased methyl-mercury concentrations caused by reservoir flooding;

bank erosion at a transmission Une crossing;

» water withdrawal and díscharge from heavy industry;
septic leakage from residential áreas;

< urban storm water runoffas a result ofsurface imperviousness;

nutrient loadings from agricultural runofF;
» pharmaceuticals and other chemicals from industry and manufacturing.

The total environmental efFect of ali of these activities, combined with larger-scale

stress caused by dimate change and transboundary effects acting on a single VEC,

such as fish or water quality, is a cumulative environmental effect. The problem is that

not ali ofthese point and non-point sources would be subject to EIA, and certainly

few assessments ever would considernon-point sources ofstress or capture the point

sources from headwater to mouth.
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While multiple types ofactivitíes and impacts can lead to cumulative environmental
change, it is often useful to characterize the different types ofcumulative effects.

Such characterizations can help in the communication ofcumulative eífects issues

and in identifying cumulative effects management measures-—such as seíting limits

or maximum leveis of allowable change. Based on Peterson et al. (1987), Sonntag

et al. (1987), and Hegmann et al. (1999), four broad types ofcumulative effects can
be identified:

l. Linear addiíive efFects. Incrementai additions to, or deletions from. a

fixed storage where each increment or deletion hás the same individual
effect.

2. Amplifying eífects. Incrementai additions to, or deletions from, an

apparenElylímitless storage or resource base where each increment or

deleíion hás a larger effect than the one preceding.
3. Discontinuous effecís. Incrementai additions that have no apparent

effect until a certain threshold is reached, at which time components

change rapidly with very diíferent types of behaviour and responses.
4. Structura! surprises. Changes that occur as a resuit of multiple

developments or activities in a defined region. They are often theleasí
understood and most difficult to assess.

Cumulative environmental effects result from diíferent combinaEions ofactions orpath-

ways thaE consist of both additive and interactive processes. Peterson et al. (1987) present

a dassification of functional pathways that lead to cumulative environmental effects

(Figure 11.2); each pathwayis identified and differentiated according to the sources of
change and type ofimpact accumulation. An example ofpathways that lead to cumu-

lative efFects is illustrated by the Cold Lake oil sands project in Alberta (Box 11.1).

Pathway 1 Pathway 3

Slowiy
Dissipative Magnífication

Multiple
Impacts

Synergistic
Relations

additive interactive addítive jnteractive

Persisteníaddiíions
from one process

Compounding effects
invoiving two or more

processes

Pathways leading to cumulative effects

Figure 11.2 ® Pathways Leading to Cumutative Effects

The Cotd Lake oil sands project is a heavy oil facitity in northem Alberta.
ApproximateÈy 2500 wetts are currentty operating in the region. The Cold Lake
fadlity is at present the second largest producer of oll in Canada. In 2003, the
Cotd Lake operatlons accounted for 10 per cent of Canada's crude oil pro-

duction. Oil deposits are located in sand deposlts approximately 400 metres

beiow the surface and are extracted by a steam recovery process that Injects

high-pressure steam Ento the reservoir to separate the sand and oiE. Wetls

are drílled and steam injected via clusters of vertical and clirectional-drilled

wells, organized onto large surface pads. In 1997, the proponent, ImperiaÈ Oit
Resources Limited, proposed to expand its operation in the Cold Lake área with

the development of a central plant and additlonat production wetls. A total of
35 impact modets werè contained in the EiA to assess the cumulative effects of
the project on surface water quality, induding the additive effects of roads and
facilities (wetl pads) on sedlment and contaminant leveis in nearby water bodles.

Cumulative impact staíement:

• Operation and maintenance of roads and facilities will resutt in the gen-

eration of sediment and transport of contaminants to receiving waters.

jnaeased sediment and contaminant

Sevels in receivsng water bodies

(4)

Increased runoff

(2)
(3) Sediment generation and mobilization of

contaminants via surface flow

Soil compaction

(1a)
O b)

Operatingfadlities
(production pads and piant)

Roads

Pathways:

la. The operation and maintenance of roads will Èead to compaction

ofthe roadbed.
ib. Operation anel maintenance of pads and plant facilities will resutt in

the generation of sediment and mobilization of contaminants via

overland ftow from these facilities.

2. Compaction wiEt cause an increase in surface runoff from the road.

3. increased runoff from roads wilt resutt in erosion of exposed soils,

resulting in an increase in sediment generation and transport. Soluble

contaminants from the road and the roadbed will be transported

along with the sediment.
4. Increased sediment and contaminant transport witÈ result in hlgher

leveis ofthese parameters in recelving waters, which wlíl resuit in a

decline in surface water quatity.

Sources: Based on Hegmann et al. 1999; Imperial Oit Resources Ltd.1997.
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Single-Source Perturbations

Pathway one results from the persistent effects ofa single project on a particular

environmental component, such as repeated changes in water temperature resulting

from a reservoir development. When any single activityhas multiple efFects, potential

interactions between them may create cumulative effects. Pathway two is character-

ized by a single activiEy, but the efFects accumulate synergistically. For example, the
creation ofa reservoir can change water temperature, lower dissolved oxygen content,

and lead to heavy-metal contamination. Whiie each ofthese effects can individually

afFsct aquatic life, they can also accumulate in such a way that the toxicity ofcertain

contaminants is multiplied because ofhigh water temperatures and low dissolved
oxygen content (Bonnell 1997).

Accumulatíon ofEffectsfrom Two or More Projects
Pathway three occurs when the environmental effects ofmultiple actions accumu-

late in an additive manner, as would be the case with the development ofmultiple
reservoirs in a river basín. Although no interaction occurs between the effects of

individual projects, they collectively result in significant impacts on aquatic resour-
cês. Pathway four occurs when these multiple effects do interact in a synergistic

manner. For example, each project may alter water temperature, change dissolved

oxygen content, and introduce heavy metais, thereby contaminating aquatic life, but

the impacts from the interaction ofthese effects across ali projects would be greater
than the sum ofthe individual project impacts (Bonnell 1997).

Cumulative effects assessment (CEA) refers to the systematic process ofidentifying,
analyzing, and evaluating cumulative effects—thaí is, identifying environmental

effects and pathways in order to avoid, wherever possible, the poíential triggers or

sources that lead to cumulative environmental change (see Spaling and Smit 1994).
Good CEA is focused on the condition of environmental receptors and whether
the total effects via ali stressors in a projecfs regional environment are acceptable,

including the potential âdditional stress caused by the proposed project. There are,
however, two broad and often competíng models ofhow this should be achieved:
effects-based and stressor-based models.

Eífects-based CEA is focused on assessíng existing environmental conditions relative

to a reference condition and is typically retrospective in desi^n—what hás happened.

Examples include environmental effects monitoring programs (see Environment

Canada 2010; 2011) and ecological modelling and baseline studies (see Culp, Cash,
and Wrona 2000; Munkittrick et al. 2000; Dubé et al, 2006; RAMP 2010). The strength
of effects-based approaches is in measuring the accumulated environmental state of a

system and identífying whether performance indicators are at or below an acceptable
levei (Dubé and Munkittrick 2001). Doing só can ínform the identification ofthresholds
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and help to inform risk assessment processes that, in principie, support decision-

making about the impacts of development. Emphasis is on understanding the total
effects on a particular VEC from ali sources of síress (point, non-point, direct, indirect)

and comparing íhese effects io some reference condition in order to determine an actual

measure ofcumulative change, irrespective ofthe number and nature ofthe impacts

causing that change. Under this model, the focus ofcumulative efFects shifts awayfrom

the individual project and its localized stressors to allow for questions ofa broader nature

related to ecological thresholds and synergistic effects. ïhe underlying premise ofthis
approach is that cause-effect relationships can be established through long-term mon-

itoring, which can then be used to predict cumulative impacts. According to Spaling et
al. (2000), however, rarelyunder this sort offramework is there authorityto implement

recommendaíions or to carry forward CEA findings to specific project-based assess-

ments. Many eífects-based CEA studies are "one-offs," disconnected from regulatory-

based development decision-making (see Sheelanere, Noble, and Patrick 2013).

Stressor-based CEA is prospective in design—wW might or could happen. The

focus is typically on quantifying current (and, in some cases, past) leveis, types,

and distributions ofhuman disturbance in the projecta environment (e.g., industrial
fooíprint, road densities, habitat fragmentation) and then projecting disturbances,
caused by the project and other sources ofhuman actions, into the future under

different scenarios ofresource use or development. Attention is placed on predicting

the cumulative stress associated with particular agents ofchange—such as difFerent

projects or types ofdisturbances. This involves an analysis ofthe distribution and
rates ofchange in disturbance in the baseline and predictive modelling of future
disturbance patterns. Tbe assumption is that síressors and VEC response can be

correlated or that stressors are a good proxy for threats to VEC susta inability.

Both the effects-based and the stressor-based approaches are useful, but each offers

a different íype of understanding ofcumulative efFects—the first from the perspec-
tive of change in the receiving environment, the second from the perspective of

change in human dísturbance or stress to the environment. Ifthe role ofCEA is

solely to understand the accumulated state and set thresholds through monitoríng,
then further development ofeffects-based models is required. Ifthe role ofCEA is

to guide decisions about the potential implications ofproposed land and resource
use, then further development ofstressor-based models is required. Arguably, good

CEA requires both effects- and stressor-based approaches. As Duinker and Greig

(2006) report, dwelling on the past is useful but only in the sense ofpossible learning
about interactions, knowledge that can be used to sharpen predictive analysis for

the future. At the same time, focusing solely on the future is useful only ifwe are

able to understand íhe implications of future environmental change, which is often

based on learníng from the past and understanding thresholds or limits ofchange.
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Good CEA must focus on understanding the accumulated environmental state and

human stressors—past, present, and future.

11 ® Cumulative Envíronmental Effects Assessment 2S1

The notion of cumulative environmental eífects is not new to EIA, and the terms

cumulative impacts" and 'cumulaíive effects" actually áppeared in many national EIA

guidelines and iaws during the early 1970s. lhe US Council on Environmental Quality

(1978), for example, suggested that project impacts on the environment could interact
with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable acttons to generate collectívely

significant environmental change. It was not until the late 1980s, however, that cumu-

lative effects started to receive any real attention in EIA. In Canada, CEA emerged

on the scene in the early to nud-1980s as a priority ofthe Canadian Environmental
Assessment Research Council (CEARC). Federally and provincially, CEA is now an

accepted part ofmost assessment systems and is mandatory at the federal levei for ali

EIAs conducted under the Canadían Environmental Assessment Áct, 2012.

Section 19(l)(a) ofthe Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 requires
that an EIA under the act take into account the environmental effects, includíng

cumulative environmental eífects, that are likely to result from the project in combin-

ation wíEh other physical activities that have been or will be carried out. Cumulatíve
environmental effects must be considered when determining the sígnificance ofa pro-

jects impacts and in the design ofmitígatíon and follow-up programs. The Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency's (2013) Operational Polícy Statement outlines
the general requirements and approach to CEA under the Canadian Environmental

Assessment Act, 2012 and suggests that CEA include an initial scoping, analysis,
identification ofmitigation measures, determination ofsignificance, and follow-up.

There are a variety offrameworks that present steps or phases for CEA (e.g. Ross

1998; Hegmann et al. 1999; European Commission 1999; Canter and Ross 2010;
Gunn and Noble 2012), including the Canadian Environmental Assessment Ágencys

(2013) Operatíonal Policy Statement. Regardless ofthe number ofsteps identified or
their labels, a review ofstandards and practices for CEA by Gunn and Noble (2012)

suggests that good CEA can be distilled to four necessary components. These four
components are scoping, retrospectíve analysis ofcumulative effects, prospective

or futures analysis ofcumulative eíFects, and the management ofcumulative effects

(Figure 11.3). In the absence ofany one ofthese components, CEA is incomplete.

Scoping, or context setting, establishes ali that wíll be included and ali that will be
excluded when evaluating cumulative eífects and subsequent impacts to VECs. When

conducting CEA as pari ofthe regulatory EIA process, the Canadian Envíronmental
Assessment Agency's (2013) Operational Policy Statement recommends that the CEA

consider those VECs for which residual environmental effects are predicted after
consideration ofproject mitigation measures, regardless ofwhether those residual

environmental effects arepredicted to be signijïcant. Good CEA thus adopts ecosystem
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Figure 11.3 ® Conceptualization of Cumulative Effects Assessment

Source: Adapted from Gunn and Noble 2012, Deveioped originally based on Dubé et al., "Developing
cumulative impacts assessment and management strategies" project, -funded by the Canada Water
Network and depicted in the Lower Athabasca Water QuaUty Monitoring Program Phase l (Environment
Canada, Catalogue no. Enl4-42/20UE-PDF.)

health and funcíioning as a core determinant ofVEC selection; thus, effective CEA

must be spatially and temporaïly bound based on the distribution of the VECs
affected by both the project(s) in question and the effects of other projects and dis-

turbances—past, present, and future.

SpatíaÏBoundaries
The spatial boundaries for CEA vary considerably and are defined by a combina-

tion offactors, induding; (i) the specific land uses or industrial activity ofinterest;
(ií) planning or managementjurisdicíions; and (iii) the characteristics or distribution
ofthe VECs or indicators ofconcern (Noble 2013). Cumulative effects occur over a

large spatiai scale and over a long time period. Determimng íhe spatial boundaries
for a CEA is thus criticai to its success in effectively managing the cumulative impacts
associated with development. Boundaries in CEA delimit the spatial exíent ofthe

assessment and thus the environments and VECs that are considered.

It is generally acknowledged that in arder to assess cumulaüve effects effect-

ively, the spatial boundaries of assessment must be extended well beyond the Pr°Ject
site. The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agencys (2013) Opemtional Polícy
Statement, for example, indicates that the spatial boundaries for CEA need to encom-

pass the potential environmental effects on VECs ofthe project being assessed in
combination with other physical activities that have been or will be carried out.

However, ifthe boundaries identified are too large, only a superficial assessment may
be possible, and unceríainty will increase. Moreover, the incrementai addition of a

single project may seem less and less signífLcant—only a smalï drop in a large bucket.

Ifthe boundaries are too small, a more detailed examination maybe feasible, but an
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unáerstanding ofthe broad context may be sacrificed. In addition, the incrementai

impacts ofa single project may be exaggerated—a large drop in just a small bucket
(Figure 11.3). This, ofcourse, depends on thç nature ofthe project and íhe impacts.

proposed development

= assessment boundary

nver system

existing development/land use

may result in the projecfs additive effects
on water quality being perceived as quite signíficant when
consídered together with the surrounding development and
land-useactivities.

= proposed development

= assessment boundary

= river system

= existing developmenVland use

Ambiíious bounding may result in íhe projecfs additive effects
an waíer quaiity being perceived as quite insignificaní when
considered in light of the total effecís of ali development and
land-use activities on the watershed,

® Restrictjve and Ambitious Spatial Bounding

For example, by selecting a relatively small spatial boundary, the impacts of emis-

sions from a proposed smelting operation might seem quite insignificant, especially
ifemission stacks are relativelyhigh. lhe choice ofspatialboundaries for CEA, then,
can be to the proponent s advantage or disadvantage.

Establishing the appropriate boundaries for CEA requires consideration ofthree
types of scale.

Spaíial scale refers to the actual geographic extent of the assessment and is

typicallybased on one or both of natural boundaries, such as watersheds, or admin-

istrative boundaries, such as townships or landownership. This is usually the most

common iníerpretation ofscale" in CEA; however, it is certainly not the most func-

tional with regard to the actual analysis ofcumulative effects.
AnaÏysis scale is used to examine VECs and impacts across space and is repre-

sented by such ideas as data resolution, detail, and granularity. In the Cold Lake
oil sands project discussed in Box 11.1, for example, íhe geographic boundaries for

wildlife and vegetation were restricted to local township áreas, based on the avail-

ability ofhistorical and current information on vegetation composition and wildlife
habitat as well as on the extent ofavailable aerial photo coverage. Spatial boundaries

were determined on the basís of data availability and desired analysis scale.
Phenomenon scale is perhaps the most important type ofscale in CEA, since it

refers to the spatial units within which various processes operaíe or function. Thus,

in any single assessment, diíferent spatial boundaries may be appropriate for diíferent
cumulative efFects and for diíferent VECs. The boundaries selected for cumulative
effects on air quality might be quite difEerent from those chosen for cumulative effecís

on soíl quality or sedentaryversus migratory wildlife.
While there is no best method for determining the spatia! boundaries for any

particular CEA, the CEA líterature oíFers a number ofguiding principies to assist

the practitioner:

Adequate scope. Boundaries must be large enough to indude relationships

between the proposed project, other existing projects, and the VECs.

This means crossing jurisdictional boundaries if necessary to account for
interconnections across systems.

Natural boundaries. Natural boundaries such as watersheds, airsheds, or

ecosystems are perhaps the best reflectíon ofthe naEuraï components ofa

system and should be respected.

» VEC differentiation. DiíFerent VECs and VEC processes operate at difFerent
spatial scales, and boundaries musí therefore reflect spatial variations m the

VECs considered.

Maximum zones ofdetectable influence. Impacts related to project activities
typically decrease with increasing distances, thus, boundaries should be
estabhshed where impacts are no longer detectable.

> Multi-scaled approach. Multiple spatiaí scales, such as local and regional

boundaries, should be assessed to allow for a more in-depth understanding

ofthe scales at which VEC processes and impacts operate.

Flexibility. CEA boundaries must be flexible enough to accommodate

changing natural and human-induced environmental conditions.
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In principie, CEA should focus on ecological units, such as watersheds or eco-

regions (Seitz, Westbrook, and NobÍe 2011). In practice, administrative boundaries

play an important role in the success ofCEA programs. Ambiíious ecological bound-

aries often need to be íempered by institutional arrangements and the administra-

tive authority to implemení CEA, including mitigation and monitoring programs.
Squires and Dubé (2012) suggest íhatthe spatialscale ofCEA be determínedbythe
spatial scale ofthe processes (Lê., industry, land uses) that most aífect or control the

resources ofconcern in a region.

Temporal Bounâaries

The Canadian EnvironmenEal Assessment Agency's (2013) Operational Policy

Statement indicates that the spatial boundaries for CEA should take ínto account
future activities and the degree to which the environmental effects ofthese activities
will overlap those predicted from the proposed project. However, good-practice

temporal bounding for CEA also requires asking "how far into the past" should

cumulative environmental change resulting from other actions and activiíies be

considered in the assessment. The extent of temporal boundaries depends on the

amount ofinformation desired, the amount ofinformation available, and what-the

assessment is trying to accomplish. Examining past conditions may be as simple as

examining land-use maps, and in certain cases it may be feasibie to incorporate 50

years ofhistorical data ifdeemed necessary.

The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency's Cumulative Effects
Assessment Practítioners' Guide (Hegmann et al. 1999), developed under the for-

mer act, outlines several options for establishing how far into the past a CEA should
extend. The first two optíons have limited historical perspective and are based on

the temporal characteristics ofthe proposed project itself:

temporal bounds established only on the basis of existing environmental
conditions; or

when impacts assocíated with the proposed action first occurred.

Other options are based on more histórica] perspectives ofland use and conditions

of environmental change and include:

the time when a certain land-use designation was made (for example, the

establishment ofapark or the lease ofland for development);
• the time when effects similar to those ofconcern first occurred; or

a time in the past representative ofdesired environmental conditions or pre-

disturbance conditions, especially if the assessment tncludes determining
to what degree later actions have aífected the environment.

Identifying which potential future actions and activities to include in CEA can
be much more uncertain. The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency's (2013)

Operational PoUcy Statement recommends that CEA for future actions include those
that are certain and reasonably foreseeabie. Áctions that are certaín are those that
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will proceed or for which there is a high probability thaí they will proceed (e.g., the

proponent hás received the necessary authorizations or is inthe process ofobtaining

those authorizations). Actions that are reasonably foreseeabíe are those that are

expected to proceed (e.g., the proponent hás publicly disclosed its intention to seek
the necessary EIA or other authorizations to proceed). Arguably, good CEA is not Um-

ited to certain and reasonably foreseeable actions but also gives some consideration to

hypothetical actions—those for which there is considerable uncertainty as to whether

they will proceed but that are ofpotential concern for cumulative environmental

effects should they proceed. These may include actions or activities discussed only on

a conceptual basis or speculated to proceed, based on current information. Scenario

analysis is a common tool used to identify such hypothetical actions.
These actions lie on a continuum from most likely to Íeast likely to occur. For

each assessment, the practitioner or the regulatory agency will have to decide how far

into the future the assessment should reach. Often, a major criterion is whether the

future action or actions are likely to affect the same VECs as the proposal under con-

sideration. While practical, this criterion may detract from these projects, creating

"nibbling" effects that, while they may not directly aífect the same VECs, contribute

to overall decline in environmental quality.

Regardless ofthe temporal boundary selected, it is important to consider the sig-
nificance ofpast changes to the VECs ofconcern—and not treat past changes in, or

efFecís to, VEC conditions simply as the "new normal." The latter approach, whereby

the magnitude ofthe cumulative effects ofpast projects is discouníed and treated as
part ofthe current baseline condition, misses important opportunities for impact

management—particularly for those VECs that might be nearing, or alreadybeyond,

a criticai sustaínability threshold (see Chapter 5, Box 5.4).
The concept ofretrospective analysis, as part ofbaseline assessments, was intro-

duced in Chapter 5. Retrospective analysis involves assessmg past VEC conditions

and analyzing trends and changes in conditions over time and against thresholds.

Good CEA requires an understanding ofhow VEC conditions have changed over
time and whether that change is significant in terms ofíhe sustainability ofthe VEC.

An atíempt should be made to identify relationships between indicators of change
in VEC conditions (e.g., caribou population, water quaiity Índices) and measures of

human or natural disturbance só as to determine trends and associations that can

be used to predict and monitor VEC conditions or responses to future cumulative

change (Gunn and Noble 2012).
Examples ofdisíurbance measures ofinterest in cumulative effects analysis may

include the density of linear features per unit área on the landscape (e.g., road or

trail density—km / km2), percentage disturbed landscape (e.g., cleared área), edge

density or perimeter área ratio, the rate ofland conversion (e.g., rate and área of

change from forested to non-forested), the number or densityofriver crossings (e.g.,

number ofcrossingsperriverkiíometre in ariver reach), the densityofimpervious

or hard surfaces in a watershed (e.g., road surfaces and parking lots have been linked
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to coníaminant transfer and measurable responses in water quality [see Brydon et al.

2009]), and broader natural processes ofchange such as flood or fire frequency (Gunn
and Noble 2012). In many cases, cause-and-effect relationships between disturbances

and VEC responses may not be known, but correlations or qualítative associations

can be relied upon. The objective is to identify measures ofthedrivers ofchange in
the region, characterize VEC or indicator responses over space and time, and iden-

tífy—when and where appropriaíe—thresholds, management targets, or maximum

allowable limits ofchange.

Using knowledge gained and models developed from the scoping phase and retro-

spective analysis, prospective analysis is about predicting and evaluating how VECs
or their indicators (e.g., caribou population, water quality index) raight respond to
additional stress in the future—stress caused by the project and by other projects and
actions in the regional environment (e.g., fragmentation, river crossings). The focus

ofanalysis is on the VEC conditions and understanding potential VEC response to

cumulative disturbance. Gunn and Noble (2012) explain that prospective analysis
for CEA might involve "summing up" individual effects such that the total effects on
VECs are evaluated and summarized into trend information, focusing on regional

environmental issues and whether they will grow worse or better, and assessing the

effects on VECs ofbroad regional change agents such as surface disturbance" that

are, by definition, cumulative and provide a measure ofecosystem health.

Predicting such fuEure conditions is often uncertain, and data are often incom-

plete. Greig and Duinker (2007) suggest the use ofscenario analysis, particularly for

large projects, to address íhe range ofpossible future V£C conditions under different
development/disturbance regimes. Other methods that support CEA, many ofwhich
are discussed in Chapter 3, include Íandscape metrics, correlation and statistícal

modelling, and more complex simulation tools such as ALCES and MARXAN. The

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency's (2013) Operational Policy Statement

also recommends that scientific data can offcen be supplemented with knowledge
from other áreas with comparable conditions, from communíty knowledge, and

from Aboriginal traditional knowledge.

The best way to manage cumulative efFects is to avoid them. However, this not always

feasible—most pro)ects are proposed in áreas that have already been subject to some

levei ofhuman disturbance. The management phase ofCEA involves the identifica-

íion ofpotentially significant cumulative effects, identifying impact management

measures, and developing follow-up and monitoring programs for cumulative effects.

Of particular importance is determining whether the incrementai or cumulative

efFects caused by the project under consíderation are significant. This requires an

evaluation ofthe total efFects on each VEC ofconcern, induding the effects ofthe

project plus the efFects caused by other sources. Gunn and Noble (2012) suggest that

importaní to this determination is assessing how much more change in VEC condí-

tions is acceptable. This requires some assessment against threshoíds, managemení

targets, or maximum allowable limits ofchange identified during the retrospective or
scoping stages ofthe assëssment or set out in regulations or broader environmental

policy objectives. Viable management measures are then proposed, considering the

range ofpossible future outcomes or VEC conditions. The objective is to minimize,

ifnot eliminate, the cumulative contribution ofthe project to an adverse effect on

VEC conditions. In those cases where a VEC is already unhealthy or unsustainable,

or nearing such leveis, the only acceptable management action may be rectification

or restoration ofVEC conditions—i.e,, no additional cumulative eífecE caused by the

project is acceptable.

Notwtthstanding the recognized need for CEA and the implications ofnot doing
it, íhere are constant and consistent messages that CEA is either not being done

or not being done well when it is done. In a 1998 report ofthe Auditor General

of Canada, the auditor noted that on a sample of 159 environmental assessments

conducted by federal authorities, exduding Parks Canada, only 48 indicated that
cumulative efFects had been considered. Ín Canada's western prairie watersheds,

Schindler and Donahue (2006) suggest an impending water crisis, arguing that policy
decision-makers and planners have seldom, ifever, considered the cumulative effects

ofclimate warming, drought, and human activity. Rather, the focus ofattentíon hás

been on project-by-project decision-making, while cumulative environmental change

and broader regional and non-point sources ofstress have been ignored. In a more

recent panei review process for the Manitoba Hydro's Bipole III transmission line
project, witnesses for the Consumers3 Association of Canada (Manitoba) reported

that the projecfs CEA largely ignored cumulative effects on VECs ofother, past pro-
jects, including the proponente own past projects. For most VECs, impacts were

measured against, rather than in addition to, the eíFects ofother future disturbances

(see Environmental Assessment in Action: Review ofthe Bípole III Transmíssion

Une Project Cumulative EfFects Assessment).

Reviewofíhe Bipole IIITransmission LineProjecí
Effects Assessmení

TheBÍpote IIITransmission Lineprojectwasintroduced in Chapter5, Box5.4.
The project, proposed by Manitoba Hydro, involves the construction of an
approximately 1400-kitometre transmission Eine from northern Manitoba, near

Gitlam, south to WÍnnipeg. The transmission tine will traverse boreaí forest and

contínued
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caribou habitat in the north and agriculturat land in the south, includsng sev-
eral river and stream crossings atong the route. The project is to hetp improve

the retiabiEity of etectridty supply to Manitoba and reduce the risk of suppiy
interruptions due to ice storms, tires, and other events. Currently, more than

70 per cent of the province's electridty is transmitted via â singte corridor on
the Bipote l and !i transmission tines. Construction is planned for 2013, wlth a
project operation date set for 2017.

The project was subject to EIA under the Environment Act of Manitoba.
As part of íts EIA, the proponent submitted a CEA of its project, in section
9.1 of the EiS, the proponent noted that its CEA was conducted based on
guldance from the projecfs scoping document, the Canadían EnvironmentaL
Assessment Act, and revíew of other guidance documents for cumutative
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effects assessment. In 2005, the minister of Manitoba Conservation and Water

Stewardship requestecl that the Manitoba Clean Environment Commission
(CEC) conduct a pubiic hearing into the proposat. The CEC is an arms-tength
provincial agency mandated to provide advice to the minister and ensure

public participation in environmentat matters.The CEC held its pubtic hearings
between October and November 2012 and in March 2013. Several interveners
participated in the hearing process, including the Consumérs' Association of
Canada (Manitoba), which focused on, among other issues, the nature and

quatity of the proponents CEA.
AnanalysisofthequatityoftheproponenfsCEAwasundertakenbyGunn

and Noble (2012) on behalf of the Consumers' Association of Canada. Gunn
and Noble applied severai criteria to guide their anatysis of the CEA, as follows:

A. ScopÍng practices:

i. is the CEA methodology distinct from the project impact assessment?
li. Does the CEA consider ali types of activities anel stresses that may

interact with the projecfs effects?
Does the CEA adopt "ambitious," ecotogicaUy based scoping?

iv. Is an expíicit rationale for VEC setection documented?
v. Do the spatíal boundaries reftect the natural distribution patterns

(present and historical) ofVECs selected for the cumutative effects
assessment?

vi. Does the CEA adopt "pre-dísturbance" conditions as the historie

temporal Umít and capture other certaln and reasonabiy foreseeabte
future projects and activities?

6. Retrospective analysis:

i. Does the baseiine anatysis delineate past and present cumulative

effects in the study área?-

ii, Does the basetine anaÈysis estabtish trends in VEC conditions and
known or suspected relationships between changes in VEC conditions
and the primary drivers of change?
Are thresholds specified against which cumulative change and the
significance of effects can be assessed?

C Prospect/Ve analysis:

i. Is the time scale of cumulative effects predictions/analysis sufficient to
capture the scope of impacts associated with the projecfs tife cycle?

ii. Is there suffícient anatysis/evidence to support condusions about
potential cumutative effects?

iii. Are the toots and techniques used capable of capturing the
comptexities of cumulative effects pathways and the uncertainties of
future devetopments?
Are trends anel Unkages estabtished between VEC conditions and
disturbances in the baseline analysis used to inform predictions about
cumutative impacts?
Is the analysis centred on the total effects on VECs in the projecfs
reaionat environment?
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ÍV.

v.

D. Cumulative effects msnagement:

i. Is the sígnifícance of the projecfs cumutative effects measured agaínst
a past reference condition and not símply the current, cumulative, or
disturbed condítíon?

H. Is the signjffcance of cumulative effects adequately described and
justjfíed and based on VEC sustainability, defíned bya desired or heatthy
condition or threshold as opposed to the magnitude of the individual
project stress on that VEC?

HL Are the incrementai impacts of the proposed initiative "traded off"
agaínst the significance of ali other disturbances of actívities in the
region (i.e., minímized or masked)?

Are mitigation measures identified that help offsetsígnificant
cumulative environmentat effects, and if só, is consideration is given

to mutti-stakeholder colíaboration to devetopjoint management
measures?

Is adaptive management identifíed for significant cumulative effects
contingent upon future and uncertain devetopments and impact
interactions?

Gunn and Nobie concíuded that the Bipote III CEA felt short of good
practíce and signifícantly short of the standard identifíed in the E!S scoping
document, which commits to a cumulative effects assessment based on best

and current practices. Several sígnifícant deficiencies were identified in the
report, includíng;

• The baseline against which cumulative effects are assessed largety ig-

nored the cumutatíve effects on VECs of past actions and changing VEC
condítions overtime,

• There was a lack of supporting anaEysis of cumulative effects to support
many of the concEusions.

• The baselíne was descriptive; few trends or conditíon changes were

identifíed and ânalyzed, and thus there was títtle means of predicting
or modeíling cumuiative effects ínto the future.

• The temporal scope of anatysis was insuffícient and Ínconsistent with
the lifetime of the project. For exampEe, the CEA adopted only a five-
year horizon for what is one of the VECs of mosf concern, caribou.

• The majority ofVEC conditions were not examined within the context
of regional ecotogical health but rather from the perspective of ab~
sorbíng the projecfs stress.

• Much of the effects anaíysis was restricted to the transmission Une
right-of-way, ignoring the effects of the Bípoie l and II projects,

» The CEA often assessed the magnitude of the projecfs impacts agaínst
or "compareci to" the effects of other actions, versus "in addition to"

past changes In VEC conditions and "in addition to" the effects of other
current and future actions. As a resutt, the total or cumuiative effects
were rarely addressed or anaiyzed.

Among the recommendations of their report was that the projecí not
proceed untiE the government of Manitoba undertakes a regional and strategic

environmentat assessment of the cumuíative effects of current and future tand

uses, particularly in the northern portion of the Bipote III study área.
The Manitoba Qean Environment Commission issued its final panei report

on the public hearings in Juty 2013. In its report, the CEC noted that "The
cumulative effects analysis shoutd be the most importam section of an envi-

ronmentai assessment report" (p. 11), but the CEC atso indicated that"The

Commission hás a tong history of being less than satisfied with the nature
of cumutative effects assessments conducted by proponents in Manitoba

(p. 11). The CEC reported that it was "simply inconceivable—given the 50-plus-

year history of Manitoba Hydro development in northern Manitoba and given
that at teast 35 Manitoba Hydro projects have been constructed in the north
in that time—that there are few, if any, cumulative effects identifíed in this
EIS" (p. 112). The CEC recommended, as a non-ticensing requirement, that

Manitoba Hydro implement a CEA approach that woutd go beyond the minl-
mal standard and woutd be more in Une with current "best practíces" (p. 129}.

The panei atso recommended that Manitoba Hydro, in cooperation wíth the
Manitoba government, conduct a regional CEA for atl Manitoba Hydro projects
and associated infrastructure in the Nelson River sub-watershed and that thís

be undertaken prior to the ticensing of any additional projects in the region
aftertheBipolelll projectTheCECconcluded, however, thatitwas prepared
to concede that the proponent had meí the mínimum standards and that the
project be approved.

The Bipole lii CEAwas a signifícant step forward in publidy recognizing
the Umits of CEA as currentíy practísed and established the need for a better
standard. It was also a signifícant step forward in recognizing that effective
CEA requires a regional approach and that a regional CEA be undertaken in
northern Manitoba prior to appfôving further deveEopment proposals. The
Bipote iil CEA was a aíso a step backward in advancing the practice of CEA,
sending a message via project approvat that the current practice of CEA is still
"good enough" to secure EIA approval,

Parkins (2011) suggests that "thinking cumulatively and regionally does not emerge
naturally from a project-based perspective." In a review ofthe state ofcumulative

effects assessment in Canada, Duinker and Greig (2006) conclude that "continuing

the kinds and qualities ofCEA currently undertaken maybe doing more harm than

good." Baxter, Ross, and Spaling (2001), Duinker and Greig (2006), Canter and Ross
(2010), Noble (2010), and Seitz, Westbrook, and Noble (2011) poiní to several endur-
ing challenges and concerns with the current practice ofCEA in Canada. Some of

the main ones are synthesized below.

The first problem concerns the context ofCEA as currently required in Canada-

situated within project-based EIA. As explained at the ouEset ofthis chapter, cumu-

lative environmental effects concern the total effects ofhuman activities on a VEC.

Project EIA, in contrast, is concerned about project-induced stress and making sure

that the impacts ofa project are acceptabíy small rather than unáerstanding the total
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effects of ali stressors, project and non-project, on any single VEC. Parkins (2011)

reports that cumulative effects simply as additive impacts from multiple projects
on indicators such as water use or pollution does not facilitate broader discussions

about regional limits to development and change and the ways in which specific

projects and impacts are alígned or misaligned with regional development goals
and objectives.

Second, and closely related, is that project EIA is concerned primarily with
minimízing project stress to a levei of acceptability. The objective ofproponents

is to ensure that their project meets regulatory and public approval—this usually
means minimizing any efforts regarding CEA and paying little attention to under-

standing VEC quality and longer-term sustainability. The result is often findings of
non-significance when, in reality, the projecí is contributing to incrementai, ífnot

synergistic, cumulatíve environmental change (Box 11.2)

A third concern relates to thresholds. Understanding the cumulative efFects

of human activity on a VEC, and the implications of such effects, requires some

understanding ofthresholds ând carrying capacities. Ilie challenge, however, is that

thresholds are not easily determined, particularly within the spatial and temporal
confines of a project assessment. There is often reluctance to set thresholds or to

limit development when our understanding of natural variabtlity and adaptability
withín the system is poor. However, in general, for any assessment it is useful to have

a management target or benchmark against which to assess condition change (either

Box 11.2 Individually Insignificant Actions

In southwest Saskatchewan. a 1940 km2 ecologically rich land base, consisting of

active sand dunes, ra re and endangered species, and plants ofAboriginaE cultural

importance is subject to the pressures of approxlmately 1500 naturai gás wetls,
cattle grazing, and more than 3000 kitometres of access roads and traits. The

landscape is significantly fragmented, and biodlversity, in a once native grasstand

ecosystem, is at risk. CattEe grazing and roads and traits In the region have not been

subject to EIA. Of the 1500 wetls in the área, only fíve proposals were subject to
assessment—none ofwhich was deemed to have signifícant environmental effects

(GSH SAC 2007). Nasen, Nobte, and Johnstone (2011), however, found that the

ecological footprint of petroleum and natural gás wells in southwest Saskatchewan

grasslands hás an effect on soits and range health up to 25 metres from the well

head-wett beyond the physicai footprintofthe infrastructure and with a duration
of at ieast 50 years (see Chapter 4, Environmental Assessment in Action).

The Athabasca River basin, Alberta, is exposed to a wide range of land-

use activities, inctuding agricutture, forestry, pulp and paper operations, and

petroteum extraction. Roads, power tines, pipelines, and other disturbances

have fragmented forests, and the amount of old-growth forest hás been sig-

nifícantty reduced. Between 1966-76 and 1996-2006, the numberof putp milis
díscharging jnto the Athabasca basin increased from one to fíve; total farm área

increased from 47.2 million acres to 52.1 million acres; the number ofoperating

oil sands leases increased from 2 to 3360; water withdrawals increased from

effects-based change or stressor-based change); otherwise, it is difficult to determine

when to take action and what action to take when undesirable change occurs. When

thresholds are addressed, they are usually defined within the context ofthe project
as opposed to the total effects on a VEC and, further, typically defined on the basis

ofpublic acceptability as opposed to ecological knowledge.
Fourth, CEA and manageraent are uitimately about the future and demand,

looking far enough into the future to capture the full array ofhuman acíivities and
natural changes that may affect the sustainabiiity ofVECs ofconcern. This is a highly
uncertain environment and one that is about possible futures and outcomes—a view

that stands in sharp contrast to the shorter-term perspective ofproject approval

and predicting the "most líkely," versus the most desirable, effects of development.

Greater attention needs to be given to exploring alternative futures in CEA; this

includes the consideration ofhypothetical development scenarios.

Fifth, our assumptions about cumulative eflTects, as evidenced by practice, are

not always consistent with the nature of how environmental systems function.

Advancing CEA will require that we rethink our assumptions and, thus, our approach

to CEA (Table 11.2). As Ross (1994, 6) points out, "the environmental effects ofcon-

cem to thinking people are ... not the effects of a particular project; they are the

cumuïative effects ofeverything." In particular, there is a need to think about limits

of environmental systems in terms ofthe types, amounts, and rates of development

that can be accommodated.

approximately 12 mitlion m3/yr to 595 million m3/yr, of which more than 70
per cent can be attributed to oll sands operations. Between these two time

periods, the cumutative annuaÈ flow in the Athabasca River decreased by more

than 500 m3/s, and temperature increased by 1.4°C; conductivlty, turbidity. and

phosphorous leveis atso increased (Squires, Westbrook, and Dubé 2010). Many

of these disturbances, such as urban growth and agricuttural expansion, have

not been subject to assessment. For others, the efíects of each project have

been deemed untikety to cause significance adverse environmental effects.

Part of what leads to scenarios Uke these is that cumutative effects are often

ignored or diminished in project assessment, sometimes deliberately and some-

times because the project in question is considered too smalt to warrant atten-

tion. Quite often, individual devetopments are evaluated independentty of other

activities and thus deemed "untikely" to cause significant adverse environmen-

tal effects. in other cases, the magnitude of a projects impacts are sometimes
erroneousty "measured against" or "compared to" the effects of other projects,
versus focusing on the overall effects on VEC conditions. When the signifícance

of a projecfs effects, no matter how smatt the effect, is evatuated from the per-

spective of the additionaE stress placed on VECs that are already stressed by other
sources, it is far more likety to be deemed unacceptable, particuÈarty in regions

of concentrated development where environmental thresholds may already be

exceeded (Gunn and Noble 2012).
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Tabie 11.2 Characterístics of Status Quo
Effective CEA

CEA versus Requírements for

Statusquo CEA

Assumptions

Receptors

SpatEalcontext

Temporal context

Scope

Assessment

Futures

Management

Monitoring

Responsibility

Performance

abundance

single media

p roje et

present

regulated activities

stressors oreffects

predicted impacts

mitigation

reguÈatory compÈiance

individuaÊ proponents

increased efticiency

Èimits

environmentat systems

multiple scales

past, present,future

ail disturbances

stressors and effects

possible outcomes

avoidance

threshotds and capacity

multi-stakeholder

increased efficacy
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A final concern relates to governance, specifically roles and responsibilities for
carrying out CEA and ensuring its influence when CEA is conducted outside the

scope ofthe regulatory EIA process—such as regional CEAs or cumulative effects

studies. There is a requirement under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act,

2012, section 19(1), that the EIA of a designated project take into account íhe results
ofany relevant regional study conducted by a committee esíablished under the act.
However, regional CEAs and cumulative effects studies have had a tradition ofbeing

short-term bursts of activíty with no long-íerm support (Kristensen, Noble, and

Patrick 2013; Parkins 2011). Notwithstanding considerable advances in íhe science to

support CEA beyond the regulaíory and spatial constraints ofproject EIA, there hás
been limited attention to the institutional arrangements necessary for implementíng
and sustaíning ií. In an analysis ofCEA practices in western Canadian watersheds,

Sheelanere, Noble, and Patrick (2013) and Kristensen, Noble, and Patrick (2013)
argue that among the requirements for implementing, sustaining, and ensuring

influential CEA beyond the projecí scale are:

an agency with the authority and mandate for CEA, mcluding the means
to direct monitoring programs and influence decisions about land use and
project development in the region;

» dearly defined stakeholder roles and responsibilities for undertaking

the CEA, ímplementing the results, and monitoring and following-up for
continuai learning and improvement;

sharing of monitoring data, both spatial and aspatíal and in common data
formats, among ali stakeholders;

a means of impiementing CEA initiatives, enforcing momtoring programs

and compliance, and ensuring influence over development decisions taken

at íhe individual project levei;

sufficient financiai and human resources to implement and sustam, over

the long term, CEA programs and requirements (e.g., monitoring programs,

landscape modelling, repordng, communication and data management,

and co-ordination).

The above challenges are not to say that project-based CEAs are not useful;

rather, something more is needed to address and manage cumulative environmental

change in an effective manner (Cooper 2003; Creasey 2002). CEA should go beyond
the evaluation of site-speciflc direct and indirect project impacts to address broader
regional environmeníal impacts and concerns. Cocklin, Parker, and Hay (1992) iden-

tify three main objectives in advancing CEA beyond EIA:

to develop a broader understanding ofthe current state ofthe environment

vis-á-vis cumulative change processes;

to identify, insofar as possible, the extent to whích cumulative effects in the

past have conditioned the existing environment;

to consider priorities for future environmental management with respect to

general policy objectives and with regard to potential development options.

The underlying notion is that cumulative environmental change is the product of mui-

tiple, interactmg development actions and that the multiplicity ofdevelopmení decisions
in a particular region, while often individually insignificant, cumulativelylead to sígnifi-
cant environmental change. Some significant progress hás been made in CEA; however,

most ofthis progress hás been outside the constraints ofthe regulatory EIA process.

amplifying effects
anaíysis scale

cumulative effect

cumulative effects assessraent

cumuiative effscts management

discontinuous effects

effects-based CEA

linear additive eífects

non-point-source stress

phenomenon scale

point-source stress

scenario analysis

spatial scale
stressor-based CEA

structural surprises

l, Do provisions exist under your provincial, territorial, or state EIA system for

cumulative effects assessment?

2. Using the example of multiple reservoir developments in a singie watershed,

sketch a diagram similar to Figure 11.2, and identify and classify the different



3.

4.
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types ofcumulative impacts that might result. State the impact "pathways" as

illustrated by the example in Box 11.1.

What is the difference between effects-based and stressor-based approaches to

cumulative effects assessment?

Using an example, explain how a proponent might use spatial bounding to its
advantage. Given íhis, should the proponent be solely responsible for deter.min-

ing the spatial boundaries for cumulative effects assessment?

ít hás been said that cumulative effects assessmení is simply EíA done right.

Do you agree? Given the challenges to and the constraints ofEIA in assessing
and understanding cumuíative eífects, should CEA be part ofElA or a separate,

independent process? Ïdentifythe benefits and limitations of a more integrated
versas a more separated CEA process.

Cumulative effects often result from multiple and often unrelaíed project
developments in a single region. Should regional cumulative effects assessment

be the responsibility ofthe project proponent?

When a project creates environmental damage, it is often íhe responsibility
ofthe proponent to rectify or compensate for such damage. Assume a regíon

where there are multiple projects and actívities, including oil and gás, forestry,

highways, recreation, and hydroelectric developments. Individually, each pro-

ject was approved for development based on the fact that it would not generate
significant environmental effects. Cumuíatively, however, ali ofthese activities

are contributing to overall environmental decline.

a) Who should be responsible for managing overall cumulaíive environ-

mental change resulting from the many, unrelated project developments

and activities?

b) How does one determine how much each development or activity is con-

tribuíing to cumuïative change?

c) Gíven that each project is "individually insignificant" but that together

they are cumulatively damaging, should an additionai development be

permitted in the region ifit too is determined to be individually insig-
nificant? What are the implications ofsuch a decision with regard to
equityversus environmental protection?
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